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Innovation & Creativity Cluster
The Cluster was initiated in 2008 with the launch of Pinewood Toronto 
Studios (then Filmport) Phase 1. Building on the new economy with 
an eye on expanding Toronto’s economic base, cluster development 
is a strategy crossing disciplines to ensure Toronto’s future global 
competitiveness. This kind of district conversion combined with urban 
brownfield redevelopment is well suited to revitalizing the Port Lands.

The Innovation and Creativity Cluster (ICC) supports job growth with 
industries such as new media, film and entertainment production, 
music, biomedical, biotechnology and high technology. Toronto has 
exceptional post-secondary programs to increasingly support and 
interact with this cluster in close proximity. 

Studio District & Revenues
Toronto is North America’s third largest film and television production 
centre after Los Angeles and New York City, and has emerged as a 
global competitor in film and entertainment production. This highly 
competitive part of the innovation and creativity cluster is considered 
to be one of the primary drivers of Toronto’s economy, similar to the 
role played by the financial services sector.

Jobs & Creative Convergence
In 2011, the film and television industry contributed $1.26B to the 
provincial economy and generated $1.13B (90% of the total) in direct 
expenditures to the City of Toronto. According to the Toronto Film and 
Television Office these screen-based industries accounted for 25,000 
full time jobs in film, television and commercial production also in 
2011. Provincial and municipal levels of government are both actively 
engaged in expanding this sector, committing resources to skills 
development, offering tax credits and reducing bureaucratic red tape 
to ensure the industry flourishes and remains globally competitive.

Building on a Solid Foundation
In 2002, Toronto Port Lands Company (TPLC), then operating as 
TEDCO, conducted research examining why Toronto was losing big 
productions to other cities. The City of Toronto had determined that 
the creation of a more competitive film and television industry was 
a priority and research showed the need for purpose-built studio 
space and larger sound studios as key in attracting major feature 
film production. In support of the City’s policy TPLC organized 
an international, open competitive bid for a private joint venture 
consortium to develop the new project. 

In 2004, Toronto Film Studios and its parent, the Rose Corporation 
were selected to develop the new film and media complex on TPLC 
land in the Port Lands. Once the investors were in place, TPLC 
conducted a 30-acre remediation of the lands, receiving recognition 
as a finalist in the esteemed Brownfield Awards competitions in 2007. 
TPLC negotiated a long-term lease, cleaned up a contaminated site, 
attracted the first private sector commercial development to the Port 
Lands, supported jobs in the film and media industry, and created a 
catalyst for revitalizing this area of the Port Lands.



Pinewood Toronto Studio Launch

•  The completion of Phase 1 as a key component in the City’s overall 
strategy to strengthen the competitiveness of Toronto’s film industry 
(and support its overall aim to enhance the City’s livability through a 
strong economy and employment growth).

•  The partnership between TPLC/TEDCO and the private investment 
consortium marked the first private commercial investment in the 
revitalization of Toronto’s waterfront.

•  Research identifying the need for purpose-built studio space and 
larger sound studios to attract major feature film production to 
Toronto working with the City has proven to be correct.

•  Filmport Phase 1 would be a catalyst for redevelopment in the Port 
Lands within the new Studio District.

•  Jobs were created and retained in Toronto and the tax base expanded.

•  Pinewood with North America’s largest purpose-built sound stages, 
is the anchor for converging film and entertainment production, 
creative, new media and knowledge-based jobs.

•  In 2013, as part of Phase 2 three new state-of-the-art sound stages 
opened in the Port Lands Film Studio District.

When Pinewood Toronto Studios (then Filmport) officially 
opened in 2008 it marked several key milestones:

Collaboration
With the film studios as an anchor, this Studio District will be a catalyst 
for the redevelopment of the Port Lands. Collaboration between the 
City, Toronto Port Lands Company (TPLC) and the private sector 
remains a key factor.

Change has already come to the Port Lands with Phase 2 of the film 
studios completed in 2013. Just north, TPLC is concentrating on a 
mixed-use plan within this designated Regeneration Area. There 
has already been a huge transformation from brownfield properties 
and heavy industrial uses to active usable sites and creative and 
knowledge-worker jobs.

Job Creation, Infrastructure & Transit
Today the studio district is a growing designation that supports the 
area. By continuing to work with the private sector, we will be able to 
expand on the development of a vibrant mixed-use community in the 
Port Lands with a focus on attracting and retaining jobs, increasing 
revenues and focusing on infrastructure and transit. Moving forward 
connects the Port Lands to the City Centre and all of Toronto.



Moving Forward

The next phase of Pinewood Toronto Studios’ expansion plans will 
include more office space, studios, wardrobe/carpentry facilities, 
hotel and other ancillary activities.

Directly north of Commissioners Street and the Pinewood Toronto 
Studios, TPLC is embarking on a mixed-use development to feature 
office, retail, commercial style appropriate for a downtown site. Film Studio District Evolution Plan
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Site Context

The Studio District is poised to expand on two fronts.

TORONTO PORT LANDS COMPANY (TPLC)
Citigroup Place 123 Front Street West, Suite 1610 
Toronto, Ontario M5J 2M2, Canada
416.214.4640
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